The 4NNW pump is designed with Cornell’s renowned quality and durability. It features a 4” discharge, 4” suction, single volute and two-vane impeller. Available in All Iron with the following bearing frames: F16, F16K, VC16, VF16, EM16, EM16K. Cornell’s patented Cycloseal® design is standard, with a Type 1 single mechanical seal with Buna-N elastomers, stainless steel hardware and tungsten carbide vs. silicon carbide seal faces for abrasion resistance.

- Heavy-duty bearing frame
- Industry-leading two-year warranty
- Industry-leading efficiencies
- Heavy duty construction
- Redi-Prime® available for fully-automatic continuous priming
Performances shown are for S.G. 1.0, 60°F water, frame mount configuration. Other mounting styles or S.G. may require curve adjustments.